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 - Mobility-assisted epidemic routing:
- Quorum-based Verification:
Problem:
How to trigger the 
defense against
malicious attacks in 
the mobile ad 
hoc network after 
malicious behavior 
is detected locally
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Mobi-Herald: Alert Propagation for  MANETs*
We simulate Mobi-herald 
alert propagation protocol 
under Random Waypoint 
mobility pattern.
A Need Remains for Mobility Modeling of First Responders
Mobility Modeling for First Responder System
Objective 
Generate realistic mobility trace for simulation analysis
System Architecture
Mobility Modeling for First Responder System
Event-Driven Mobility Model
Integrity Protection of Broadcast for mission critical 
applications in mobile ad hoc wireless networks
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1) Hash Chain Group           2) Broadcast Authentication
MONET Group
Mobility Is An Intrinsic Feature in MANETs
Benefits of Mobility:
2. Enable communication among disconnected networks 
(DTNs)
3. Reduce and reduce energy consumption (e.g. Data 
MULEs)
What is the realistic mobility model?
Does mobility affects  security?
How to utilize mobility to reinforce security?
